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Abstract 
The City of Austin's Watershed Protection and Development Review Department 
(WPDRD) has embarked on the development of an enterprise GIS, constituting 
the drainage facilities that it owns and maintains.  This project is directly related 
to a set of Capital Improvement Projects (CIP) being performed to research and 
collect attribute data from both hard-copy sources (construction plans, section 
maps, etc.) and field research.  While groundwork was laid to gather a broad set 
of information that will be collected for the research/field projects, a 
comprehensive database design of the infrastructure along with a process for 
implementing ”day forward" maintenance of the database had not been 
completed.  This paper discusses the steps completed and decisions made in the 
development of the database design and work processes. 

Introduction 
Database design is a thankless chore.   Few people (programmers, IT 

support personnel) actually need items like a data model or data dictionary and 
yet it seems that everyone who uses the data has to suffer through the process 
of creating a design.  Unfortunately, it is critical to a creating a healthy system.  
When creating a Geographic Information System database design, it becomes 
even more important that a database design be completed due to the unique 
capability that a GIS provides i.e. it is capable of storing spatial characteristics 
about your data. 

 
This paper will explore the database design process that Austin’s WPDRD 

has decided to employ to complete it’s spatial database designs and illustrate the 
process by explaining how it was accomplished for one specific GIS data set: the 
drainage infrastructure.  

History 
The City of Austin is located in central Texas and has the distinguished 

honor of serving as the State’s capital.  It straddles the Colorado River on the 
edge of the Texas Hill Country and is known for its environmentally friendly 
attitude and progressive population. 
 

It also has been distinguished in the past two decades as being one of the 
fastest growing metropolitan areas in the country.  Growth rate for the City and 
surrounding suburban area has swelled from a 2000 Census population of 
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approximately 1.2 million people to an estimated 1.5 million by the summer of 
2006, a whopping 25% increase in population in five yearsi.   
 

Along with this phenomenal growth comes a corresponding amount of 
development.  The City’s Watershed Protection and Development Review 
(WPDR) Department is exemplary of the environmentally conscious development 
process which has helped the City maintain its unique beauty.  While the 
combination of two seemingly contradictory missions – environmental protection 
and development – would seem to lend itself to a department ripe for internal 
dysfunction, it is actually a logical and beneficial combination in a City which 
prides itself on actively promoting environmentally responsible growth.  The 
Department attempts to integrate the needs of the development community 
(permitting, site plan review, right of way management, etc.) with the needs of the 
environmental community (water quality protection, pollution prevention, flood 
control, etc.). 

 
Developers submit site plans to the Department through an established 

review and permitting process.  These plans usually result in changes to the 
developer’s property.  These changes normally include new buildings, 
water/sewer facilities, etc.  However, in many cases this development also 
means new drainage infrastructure such as detention ponds or storm drains.  
This infrastructure is maintained by the Field Operations division within the 
Department. 
 

Most infrastructures created through the development process are 
documented in GIS systems maintained by various departments within the City.  
For example, the water utility maintains a GIS which documents water, sewer 
and reclaimed water infrastructure; a basemapping GIS group maintains 
information about lots and right of ways; etc.  These GIS systems are well 
established and mature and meet the basic needs of the City. 
 
 In contrast, there is no established drainage GIS system.  The drainage 
Utility fee was instituted and the Drainage Utility Department was created in the 
latter part of the 1980’s.  However, it did not have the personnel or resources to 
create and maintain a large GIS.  Instead it partnered with the water Utility to 
convert its existing map sets to an electronic mapping format.  This process was 
completed in the early 1990’s but still with no established GIS function within the 
Utility, the information languished.  The Drainage Utility Department eventually 
grew and became the Watershed Protection Department. 
 
 Beginning in 1996, the Watershed Protection Department commissioned 
Camp Dresser & McKee (CDM) to produce a Database Contract Summary 
Reportii.  The report documented the activities that were undertaken as part of a 
database development contract with CDM.  This report built on the “Data 
Management Needs Assessment” report issued by CDM in 1996.  These reports 
identified many of the basic data infrastructure needs of the department including 
the need for development of waterway, watershed and storm sewer GIS data 
sets as well as other systems such as maintenance management, 
spills/complaints response permitting and environmental review. 
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 In 1998, the department initiated a Capital Improvement Project (CIP) to 
take the first steps towards developing a department GIS.  The Drainage 
Infrastructure Geographic Information System Data Acquisition project, or DIG as 
it became known, attempted to identify existing data sources (whether hard-copy, 
digital or field collected) and develop a strategy for combining them into a City-
wide GIS by developing one watershed fully as a pilot.  The pilot is referred to as 
DIG02 in reference to the year in which it was completed (2002).  Figure 1 shows 
the DIG project area, the DIG02 pilot area and the DIG06 phase area. 
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The DIG was envisioned as a multi-year, phased project due to the 
enormous scope.  DIG02 initially established the GIS application platform, 
application functional requirements, data needs, data sources and produced a 
cost estimate to complete the pilot project areaiii.  A key component of the GIS 
development was to be innate hydraulic modeling compatibility to allow the 
efficient and accurate development of said models.  Once these key issues were 
decided, an automation plan was developed which included a logical database 
design, data standards, metadata, data dictionary and a Quality Assurance and 
Quality Control (QA/QC) plan.  Data collection commenced with a combination of 
data research and entry from construction plans and older reference sources, 
Geodetic elevation survey of surface visible features and manual inspection of 
infrastructure to correct GIS data and collect sub-surface elevation information 
(inverts).  When completed, DIG02 was a successful proof of concept. 
 

While this project was a significant accomplishment, there were still 
several pieces of the puzzle missing.  For example, the department was utilizing 
several Access databases to do basic tracking of work orders, customer 
complaints, drainage ponds, Regional Stormwater Management Program 
(RSMP), etc. but these data sets were not integrated with the GIS nor were they 
particularly integrated with each other.  Coordination of data sources was sparse 
which led to numerous examples of duplicate data collection.  The department 
had many users with high-level GIS needs, however they still relied upon the 
crude and outdated electronic data sets created by the water Utility in the early 
1990’s. 

Information Management Plan 
 In 2005, the department took steps to jump start its GIS development.  
Two important projects were initiated: 
 

1. The DIG project was moved from pilot to production with the first data 
collection project using DIG methodology. 

 
2. A department Information Management Planiv (IMP) was commissioned to 

update the findings of the 1998 CDM study taking into account technology 
shifts and changes within the department. 

 
The development of the IMP (led by Dean Djokic of ESRI, Inc.) was 

accomplished as a service provided through the City’s ESRI Enterprise license.  
The process of developing the plan was as follows: 

 
a. Existing relevant documents, such as the 1998 CTM report, were 

reviewed to determine the department’s history and vision with regards to 
its Information architecture. 

b. An inventory was completed of departmental data and databases. 
c. A survey was conducted of department users to gage their training levels. 
d. Individual sessions were conducted with each section to: 

• Review assembled information 
• Identify data flows (i.e. data developers versus data users, 

interdependencies between the data, types of data, etc.) 
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• Identify current and planned data collection efforts 
• Identify current and planned Information Technology (IT) 

infrastructure (databases, spatial data, desktop, field, etc.). 
These sessions produced over one hundred pages of detailed notes 
which were tied to the inventory of departmental data and databases. 

e. A needs assessment was performed to determine data management 
needs (desktop and field), reports (tabular, maps, internal users and 
external users) and desired applications. 

f. The information collected was processed and documented as the Current 
Information System. 

g. The Current Information System was compared to today’s best practices 
given the department’s unique IT assets and liabilities to determine the 
Proposed Information System. 

h. A high-level set of Implementation Details was developed which laid out 
short-term recommendations and long-term goals for achieving the 
Planned Information System. 

 
The plan identified several areas where the department’s information 

management practices could be improved. 
 

• Hardware 
o Establish a department central database server environment for 

tabular and spatial data managed by department staff 
o Utilize mobile computing for field data collection 

• Software 
o Implement Oracle for all RDBMS storage needs and migrate 

Access databases as needed 
o Implement ESRI ArcSDE for storage of department spatial data 
o Implement a work order management system 
o Implement a document management system 
o Move legacy applications into a GIS/RDBMS environment 

• Data/Database Design 
o Consolidate tabular and spatial data into an Oracle and/or 

ArcSDE environment and remove dependencies on legacy or 
personal systems 

o Implement department geodatabase design for all spatial data 
o Develop data capture standards 

• People/Users 
o Hire staff dedicated to implementation of the department data 

management system 
o Train additional staff in geodatabase design, custom application 

development (SQL, geoprocessing, ArcPad), ArcSDE and 
Oracle management to support department initiatives 

• Workflows 
o Establish an information management coordination structure to 

coordinate implementation activities and allocate resources 
o Coordinate with City GIS efforts to ensure that City standards 

are maintained, development across the departments is 
coordinated and resource requirements are stated 
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o Develop and implement workflows for management of 
department database design and data collection and 
maintenance life cycles 

o Develop and implement workflows for interaction with databases 
external to the department 

 
 The IMP provides a practical framework for utilizing the Department’s IT 
resources to their fullest potential and also gives a roadmap for adding new 
infrastructure sensibly and logically.  The plan also included an example 
database design process which could be utilized for each data set that the 
Department planned to move into its production SDE.  The example process 
follows a logical sixteen step process which is aimed at answering crucial 
database design questions.  All GIS data sets which are destined to be 
incorporated into the Department’s GIS (including the DIG) must pass through 
this process to ensure compliance with the vision established in the IMP.  This 
will be explored in more detail later in this paper. 
 

Drainage Infrastructure GIS Project 
DIG02 followed a format referred to hereafter as “classic DIG methodology”.  

It focused on completion of all aspects of data collection for a given geographic 
area.  In 2005, the DIG moved from pilot (DIG02) to the first phase of production 
(DIG06).  It was decided that work to be completed for DIG06 would be on par 
with the scale of work completed in the DIG02 to gradually ramp up the effort and 
the update cost estimates and tweak methodology if necessary. While DIG02 
was done on the pilot Waller basin, the DIG06 was performed on a section of 
town centered on the Central Business District (CBD) that encompassed several 
different basin sections representing a mix of development densities. 

 
Table 1 

Feature 
Class 

Total Features 
DIG02 

Total Features 
DIG06 

Culvert 5 19
Ditch 18 0
Inlet* 2120 2190
Junction 1644 1314
Manhole* 440 307
Outfall* 250 200
Pond 8 0
Storm Drain 4008 2930
Total 8493 6960

           *Features collected during GPS field data collection effort 
 

Table 1 provides a comparison of the number of spatial features collected for 
each of the two DIG phases.  Basic tasks involved in classic DIG methodology 
include: 

• GPS Field Data Collection – Basic collection of GPS XY coordinates for all 
surface-visible features (manholes, outfalls, inlets); basic location data 
collection for manholes with no additional attribute collection (no manhole 
cover removal); basic location and minimal attribute collection for outfalls; 
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and basic location and expanded attributed collection for inlets.  The 
majority of the work involved in this task is collection of inlet attribute data. 

• Data Research and Entry –Divided into three separate work tasks: 
a) Section Map Conversion: Scans of hard-copy section maps from the 

50’s and 60’s are digitized into the GIS to form a base set of data.  
Since much of the older system is documented exclusively on these 
maps, they are an integral piece to building the GIS.  Much of the data 
contained on these maps has been “pre-digested” i.e. it is in a format 
that is essentially ready to be transferred from the old section map into 
the new GIS system with little research effort needed.  While it is a plus 
that these maps are existing, ready to be entered and still much relied 
upon by staff, it is a minus that they are outdated. 

b) Plans Data Research: To make data entry as efficient as possible, the 
City’s construction plan tracking applications, Permitting Inspection 
Enforcement and Review (PIER) and AMANDA, need to be pre-
searched to identify drainage construction plans and line up work to be 
completed for the Plans Data Entry in the most logical fashion.  Plans 
data research is also crucial in tracking what source documents have 
been examined, what data they contain and what part of town to which 
they are most relevant.  Plans data research will need to be integrated 
with a GIS job tracking process to line up work to be completed and to 
track GIS entry jobs through the course of their lifetime.  The job 
tracking process will indicate when the work has been completed and 
the GIS plans data research is complete. 

c) Plans Data Entry: All drainage construction plans (approved and as-
built) determined to contain relevant information need to be entered 
into the GIS.  Entry of this data is more difficult and time-consuming 
because it needs to be interpreted from construction plans before 
being entered.  While this interpretation is difficult, it is the most 
valuable documentation we have on our current system, second only 
to field research.  In addition, construction plans must be entered 
chronologically to avoid changing newer data based on information 
contained in an older plan. 

• Manhole Inspection – While the GPS Field Data Collection effort is 
primarily concerned with collecting observable surface data, manhole 
inspections are primarily concerned with collecting observable subsurface 
data.  This information includes not only information about the manhole 
configuration and condition but also the incoming and outgoing pipe 
configuration.  The manhole inspections deliver better XY data from a 
more accurate GPS reading; manhole inspection and condition reporting; 
subsurface elevation data derived through the use of depth measuring 
rods; slope data for incoming and outgoing pipes; and answers to data 
questions and “mysteries” which arise from trying to reconcile hard-copy 
system documentation. 

• Outfall Survey – Critical to engineering modeling, each outfall must be 
collected through professional grade survey.  In addition, basic attribute 
information collection is performed.  Since most outfalls are near or on 
creek beds, this data is relatively more difficult to obtain than other surface 
features such as inlets that are located on easy to reach city streets. 
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• Project Management, Data QA/QC and Database Development – With the 
size of the task involved, adequate project management is necessary to 
ensure that work is performed efficiently and in a timely fashion, that 
deliverables are processed and deadlines met and that unforeseen 
problems are dealt with proactively.  It is also important to have 
engineering oversight to ensure that the product being created is of 
sufficient quality to be used in hydraulic modeling applications.  In 
addition, cost structures must be maintained to get the best product for the 
lowest cost.  The data must also be checked for quality.  Quality analysis 
needs to be built into the database through the use of appropriate 
attributes to classify data source and quality, use of domain tables to limit 
inaccurate data entry and proper quality control checking of the results to 
make sure that quality is being consistently maintained.  When data has 
passed QA/QC it must be integrated into the final data library and made 
available for Department use. 

 
Classic DIG methodology envisioned an effort with the following tenets: 
 
1) The project would be completed over a ten year timeframe 
 
2) The project should proceed utilizing a basin by basin methodology where 

all aspects of data collection are performed within each basin before 
moving on to the next basin 

 
 
3) All work would be done through consulting engineering firms 
 
4) The project would cost approximately $10.7M to complete (in 2002 

dollars) 
 

Lessons learned from DIG06, technology changes, Department initiatives and 
other events caused a shift in thinking about some of these basic tenets.  
Experience gained during DIG02, and later verified in DIG06, indicated it was in 
the Department’s best interests to complete the Data Research and Entry tasks 
utilizing temporary employees in-house for less cost while boosting its efforts to 
establish an enterprise GIS to support its operations.  This is particularly 
evidenced by the critical need to heavily access the City’s PIER and AMANDA 
systems on a daily basis to support the Plans Data Entry tasks.  The 
establishment of an enterprise GIS at the Department level was also a driver 
since it necessitated building a data entry staff to develop and maintain such a 
system.  Moving the Data Research and Entry tasks in-house will foster the 
growth of such a program and develop the internal talent needed to maintain the 
product when it has been completed. 

 
A significant driving factor which clashed with classic DIG methodology was 

the recommendation by the IMP that the Department immediately begin work to 
implement a work order management system (WOMS).   Current technology for 
a WOMS is to implement a system that is integrated at some level with an 
organization’s GIS database.  This is primarily driven by the natural overlap 
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between the two systems: both collect information related to an organization’s 
assets.  For a GIS, basic attributes describing the physical asset are normally 
collected along with a spatial location; for a WOMS, information is collected to 
document work performed against assets, asset tracking, maintenance 
requirements for the asset, basic physical attributes about the asset, and much 
more.  Since both systems share a common basic data set, an asset or 
component table, it makes sense to create the database record for each asset 
one time only and share it between systems.  Since a GIS is the only system that 
can add a spatial component for an asset, it naturally follows that the GIS is 
usually the dominate system in such an integration and becomes the entry point 
for asset creation. 

 
Based on the recommendation of the IMP, a project was initiated to pursue 

implementation of a WOMS as expediently as possible.  This directly affects the 
DIG since it will need to accommodate the needs that such a system will 
engender.  In short, with a proposed go live date of late 2008 for the WOMS, the 
DIG needs to be able to provide the raw asset list needed to drive a GIS 
integrated system. 

 
Due to these changing needs of the Department, the basic tenets of classic 

DIG methodology needed to be revised: 
 
1) A ten year horizon was not feasible.  The Department has a very high 

need for the data being collected by this project.  In particular, the active 
project to implement a WOMS escalated the need for this data in a 
shortened time-frame.  Therefore this project needed to be restructured to 
be a maximum five year project.  This meant a larger per-year capital 
outlay over a shorter duration.  
 

2) The basin by basin approach needed to be modified to maximize volume 
data return before moving to data validation and verification.  As stated, 
the Department is embarking on implementation of a GIS integrated 
WOMS.  The WOMS project has an estimated 1.5 to 2 year go-live date.  
Since it will be GIS integrated, it is critical that not only are the 
Department’s GIS data entry processes established and geared to such 
an integrated system but also that there is GIS data available at go-live to 
support the system.  For example, field crews will open a work order to 
track work against an inlet or a storm-drain.  A GIS feature will need to 
exist which represents the asset against which they want to open a work 
order.  As such, it is imperative that the GIS contain as close to complete 
data sets as possible before go-live of the maintenance management 
system to reduce the occurrence of work orders opened against 
temporary assets. 

 
In particular, the areas of town that have the oldest infrastructure (and 
therefore the most infrastructure condition issues) need to be top priority.  
This means a shift in thinking from doing the basin by basin work to 
focusing on completion of some tasks up-front.  Focusing on the GPS field 
data collection task first allows the development of complete data sets for 
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inlets, manholes and outfalls (to mapping standards) within the two-year 
time allotment.  In addition, section map conversion (covering much of the 
oldest part of the system) will be scheduled for completion in that same 
time period with the strong possibility that once completed, additional 
plans data research in areas of town not documented by section maps can 
be completed.  This represents a GPS “front-loading” approach where the 
GPS field data collection is front-loaded to the first years of the DIG rather 
than spread out over the life of the project. 

 
This approach has work flow benefits as well.  For example, by locating all 
outfalls first during a mapping grade GPS collection effort, outfall survey 
work can be prepared more efficiently in advance thus reducing costs.  
Manhole inspections would also benefit in terms of planning.  
 

3) Parts of the project were very clearly shown in DIG02 and DIG06 to be 
tasks which the Department has the expertise to complete rather than 
employing outside consultants.  The Data Research and Entry tasks in 
particular were obvious candidates for in-house completion.  These tasks 
not only are suitable to existing talent and expertise already in the employ 
of the Department but also work components that are already being 
developed in anticipation of maintaining the data products derived from 
the DIG.  
 

4) Using updated costs derived from DIG06, the cost for the project 
ballooned to over $12M.  This can be attributed to inflation and to the 
additional work that was being requested.  For example, the number of 
attributes being gathered increased over DIG02.  Also, the volume of 
construction documents to be entered and the complex process this 
entails is also a driving factor.  Further, the accuracy of the estimation 
method used in DIG02 has been called into question.  Spending CIP 
dollars on outside contracting is a sensible solution for some portions of 
the project where the Department has no in-house expertise and has no 
need for developing a long-term program to accomplish these tasks.  
However, using part of the CIP dollars on in-house projects to complete 
some tasks, the Department is expected to complete them at a lower cost 
with additional benefit of jump-starting its day-forward data maintenance 
program.  Moving these tasks in-house is expected to shave 
approximately $3M from the new cost estimates for completion of the 
project. 

 
Adjusting for these changes to basic DIG methodology, the project outline 

was revised.  Percentages show the percentage of a task completed during each 
fiscal year.  Items in italics are tasks to be done in house: 
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FY 2007/2008: 
GPS Field Data Collection (80%) 
Manhole Inspection (3%) 
Project Management/DB Development (7%) 
Section Map Conversion (~50%) 
 
FY 2008/2009: 
GPS Field Data Collection (5%) 
Manhole Inspection (6%) 
Project Management/DB Development (32%) 
Section Map Conversion (~50%) 
Construction Plan Research (~10%) 
Plans Data Entry (~10%) 
 
FY 2009/2010: 
GPS Field Data Collection (5%) 
Manhole Inspection (31%) 
Outfall Survey (31%) 
Project Management/DB Development (21%) 
Construction Plan Research (~30%) 
Plans Data Entry (~30%) 
 
FY 2010/2011: 
GPS Field Data Collection (5%) 
Manhole Inspection (23%) 
Outfall Survey (37%) 
Project Management/DB Development (22%) 
Construction Plan Research (~30%) 
Plans Data Entry (~30%) 
 
FY 2011/2012: 
GPS Field Data Collection (5%) 
Manhole Inspection (37%) 
Outfall Survey (32%) 
Project Management/DB Development (18%) 
Construction Plan Research (~30%) 
Plans Data Entry (~30%) 

DIG Implementation Process 
As mentioned earlier, the IMP established an implementation process which 

is to be followed for each GIS data set which will be maintained at the 
Department level.  The DIG pilot did address some of the pieces needed to 
construct a Department infrastructure GIS: 

• It established a list of major applications that were expected to utilize the 
information 

• It identified a set of key infrastructure layers for development including 
inlets, storm drains/culverts, manholes/junctions, outfalls and ponds. 

• A schema was developed that was suitable for a GIS in field collection 
mode 
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However, key components were missing.  For example, a Departmental 

infrastructure to house the collected data sets was missing.  Also missing were 
workflows suitable for maintaining the database. 
 

A weeklong workshop was held in December 2006 (conducted by Dean 
Djokic of ESRI) to formally walk the DIG project through the example database 
design process as presented in the IMP and formally answer any questions that 
remained.  The results of this process are as follows: 
 
Step 1: Establish the Department’s Enterprise Infrastructure 

While the City GIS group maintains an Enterprise Oracle-based ArcSDE 9.1 
environment, it was established as a read-only environment and was unsuitable 
for Department-level maintenance of GIS datasets.  Critical first steps in 
establishing this infrastructure included: 

 
a. Formalize a GIS/Database Committee to sponsor GIS projects and 

institute a forum for GIS users to provide feedback to projects such as the 
DIG 

b. Purchase and configure server resources for creating an editable, version-
enabled ArcSDE instance on which to base test, development and 
production data development tasks 

c. Develop core database and GIS management skills within the Department 
through targeted training of key personnel and expansion of the Data 
Management team (the Department’s GIS section) through hiring to 
include programming and data development experienced staff 

d. Identify relevant staff resources within individual Department sections 
which have skill sets that could be employed to build the data sets 

 
Step 2: Justify Implementation 

While the justification of the DIG had been done in several fashions over the 
years, it became even more critical as the project attempted to move from pilot to 
production due to the enormous projected cost.  As mentioned previously, the 
integration of the GIS with the WOMS project is a major justification as well as 
the need for a system to drive hydraulic modeling. 
 

In addition, other circumstances were identified which justify the project: 
 
a. Data has been and is currently being developed by several efforts in the 

Department.  These efforts need to be continued and coordinated to 
produce layers which can be used Department-wide 

b. Initial database design has been completed, providing a good starting 
point for data development 

c. The project has identified a mobile component 
d. The data being collected will be used by a large number of sections within 

the Department as identified by the IMP 
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Step 3: Form Implementation Users Group 
The role of the DIG Implementation Users Group is to guide/coordinate the 

DIG implementation process within the Department.  It is this group’s 
responsibility (not of one person or of one section in the Department) to see this 
project successfully completed and maintained.  This group has participants from 
every section that uses or produces DIG data.  The membership of this group 
was established at the December 2006 workshop.  Major groups which had been 
providing input were the Watershed Engineering division, Field Operations 
division and Environmental Resources Management division.  Additional users 
and producers were identified and added to this existing set of users. 

 
The DIG Data Acquisition Group is made up of a subset of the 

Implementation Users Group.  This group is responsible for the actual data 
development efforts for the DIG.  It is also responsible for coordinating with the 
Implementation Users Group to ensure that the data being collected meets the 
needs of the users. 

 
Additionally, a Day Forward Data Maintenance group had been working to 

develop processes and standards for maintaining the DIG data sets after the 
completion of the project.  The work of this group was subsumed by the DIG 
Data Acquisition Group. 

 
The Implementation Users Group is also responsible for determining which 

feature classes represent the DIG infrastructure, which attributes will be collected 
for each feature class, standardization documentation and identifying the work 
flows needed to maintain the feature classes.  The Data Acquisition Group does 
the low level work on these efforts and needs to verify their actions with the 
Implementation Users Group. 

 
Since this clear delineation of responsibilities was not initially established, 

there have been some inconsistencies in the DIG project.  In particular, 
preconceived notions about what data needed to be collected may have led to 
decisions which excluded infrastructure which should have been included.  The 
DIG project will need to correct for these types of inconsistencies. 

 
Step 4: Establish Ownership, Content and Data Quality Standards 

Sponsorship of the DIG clearly rests with the Department’s Data Management 
section.  This section is responsible for coordinating the Department-level GIS 
efforts, establishing the Department GIS infrastructure and controlling 
prioritization and sponsorship of major Department IT initiatives. The data has 
shared ownership however among several key sections which are developing 
and/or maintaining the data. 

 
As mentioned previously, content of the DIG needs to be addressed more 

formally.  While the DIG02 established content, the scope of the content has 
been called into question.  Missing, for example, are feature classes representing 
erosion control and repair structure.  Also, a formal attempt needs to be made to 
go through the feature classes and their associated attributes and verify that the 
data being collected meets the needs of the expanded group of users.  
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Interestingly, attributes not being collected are generally not at issue.  Rather, 
there are a number of attributes being collected which may be of little or no use 
which increases the cost of the effort for little to no gain.  For each feature class, 
each attribute should be examined to determine: 

 
What is being collected? (format, definition) 
Why is it being collected? 
Who is responsible for maintaining it? (who will collect it, who will fix it, who 

can identify when there is a problem) 
 
Processes must be established to communicate discrepancies in the data to 

the data owners. Changes due to discrepancies in the data will need to be 
addressed by the owners of the data.  For the DIG feature classes, the WOMS 
will most likely be the primary repository for discrepancy notification since field 
work will most often expose these issues. 

 
Processes must also be established for changes to the data due to new 

construction.  This must include not only the normal changes documented by site 
and subdivision development but also by construction initiated by other 
Departments within the City.  This means establishing two different work flows.  
To be considered: work generated by approved construction plans, annexation 
and revisions and corrections during construction. 

 
Additional processes which may need to be established.  These include 

capturing changes to the system due to work performed in the field by Field 
Operations during the normal course of maintenance procedures and new 
information discovered by the Watershed Engineering division during the course 
of complaint investigations. 

 
Data quality standards also need to be established since the needs of each 

section may differ.  It is important to capture the most demanding level of detail 
needed to satisfy each of the customers using the data.  If these precision 
requirements cannot be met (e.g. too expensive), alternatives need to be 
provided to the section(s) whose requirements cannot be met at this time.  The 
long-term cost of not immediately implementing the highest requirements should 
be evaluated and documented.  The DIG data model has extensive attribution to 
capture the quality and accuracy of the data being entered. 

 
Step 5: Identify Specific Applications/Uses for the Data 

At this point in the implementation, the list of specific applications and uses 
for the data does not have to be very detailed.  It needs to have enough detail to 
support the geodatabase design.  Major applications and uses for the data 
identified include: 

 
• Hydraulic/hydrologic modeling input 
• Work Order Management System integration 
• Map book production 
• Mobile redlining/correction submission tools 
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Step 6: Develop Geodatabase Design 
The DIG02 pilot set the basic geodatabase design.  This geodatabase design 

was revisited and significantly expanded for DIG06.  In preparation for DIG07, 
the design was moved to a UML format (Microsoft Visio 2003) to facilitate easier 
changes to the model, enhance documentation capabilities and to provide an 
easier mechanism for moving data model changes to the SDE.  (For information 
on the data dictionary and the data model, please see the appropriate section 
later in this paper.)  The data model was recently updated to fully utilize feature 
class relationships, domains and other intrinsic geodatabase capabilities. 

 
Step 7: Define Data Capture Methodologies 

Based on the specifications defined in Step 4, data capture methodologies 
need to be defined which adhere to the data quality standards established for the 
project.  The DIG02 and DIG06 projects defined these data capture 
methodologies with great detail.  For example, each feature class has several 
different data sources which may feed into the entry process including field data 
collection, plans data entry, correction submission, photogrammetry, section 
maps and geodetic survey.  For each attribute it must be determined what 
methodology will be employed for collection of the appropriate information.  
Contributing to this decision are the accuracy needs (e.g. can it be input from 
construction plans or does it need to be captured through field inspection) and 
the cost effectiveness of collection (e.g. can it be captured using photogrammetry 
or is a field visit needed for survey accurate GPS collection). 

 
The DIG has been divided into four basic Data Capture Methodologies: 
 
1. GPS Field Data Collection – Collection of basic sub-Meter accurate GPS 

coordinates, various attributes and digital photography for all surface 
visible structures 

 
2. Manhole Inspection – Open (“crack”) selected manholes for measurement, 

physical inspection of condition and digital photography. 
 

 
3. Outfall Survey – Geodetic survey of all outfalls to determine precise X, Y 

and Z coordinates. 
 
4. Plans Data Entry – Section map and construction plan research and entry 

of information that will not be collected in the field (particularly storm drain 
information). 

 
While much of the work is similar in that it is field work related, they diverge quite 
dramatically in intent.  While all three field work efforts are collecting coordinate 
information, the data capture methodologies differ widely.   The GPS field data 
collection effort focuses on above ground (visible) measurements, the manhole 
inspection focuses on below ground (inside manholes) measurements and the 
outfall survey collects survey-grade coordinate information. 
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Quality analysis and quality checking (QA/QC) processes and ancillary 
applications need to be specified and developed as well.  Features of the 
geodatabase such as attribute domains (to force entry from pick lists or to verify 
that entry is within established ranges), strict attribute definition where possible 
(to avoid free form text fields) and the use of data entry tools (not only to speed 
entry but also to ensure accurate entry) will be employed where possible.  
However, quality of data entry is always a concern and must be proactively 
managed through the use of stringent QC while overall database health must be 
gauged through quality analysis reports and tools. 

 
One risk that must be managed is that the geodatabase design has been 

intentionally denormalized to facilitate database performance during its 
development phase.  While the performance gains and simplicity of design are 
beneficial at this point in the life of the database, it becomes easier to introduce 
inaccurate data into the database as well.  Adequate QC procedures as well as 
reports to highlight bad data introduced through demormalization are needed to 
reduce this risk. 
 
Step 8: Establish DIG Metadata 

The DIG project has not advanced far enough to establish adequate 
metadata.  However this step will be completed by project end.  Some metadata 
is included in the data dictionary that has been prepared for the project. 
 
Step 9: Develop Data Capture/QC Applications 

This step first requires prioritization of data capture/QC applications identified 
in Step 7.  Data capture applications will vary depending on the entry point.  For 
example, the inlet feature class will have two basic entry points: GPS field data 
collection and plans data research.  Each of these entry points will have two 
correspondingly different approaches to application design. 
 

GPS field data collection relies upon a mixture of GPS capture and field entry 
of pre-designed data entry forms with fairly rigid pick lists.  This is satisfied 
through the use of ESRI’s ArcPad mobile GIS client.  Since this software runs on 
handheld combination PDA/GPS units, it is fairly simple to program and deploy.  
In addition, the City utilizes a third-party commercial off the shelf (COTS) 
package (Go!Sync Replicate) to move data captured in the field to the working 
geodatabase. 

 
On the other hand, inlet entry from plans data research will be done at the 

data entry technician’s desktop utilizing custom tools developed to run as an 
extension to ArcGIS 9.2.  These tools (currently in VB6 but being ported to C#) 
are geared towards entry of fields which most likely differ from those being 
collected in the field.  These tool sets also rely upon QC by entry staff and a set 
of QA tools (also written in VB6). 
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General concepts being kept in mind: 
 

• Applications should limit the opportunity for users to enter bad data 
• Field work should be minimized since it is generally the most costly 

method available for building a GIS 
• Field data capture should be done once for a feature and never again if 

possible 
• An input application needs to be developed for data collected by 

sections that do not use digital field data collectors including paper 
processes (forms) or automated forms 

 
Step 10: Develop Work Flows for Data Capture, Maintenance and 
Dissemination 

Work flows must be established to ensure consistent and complete data 
capture and maintenance.  This is of particular importance when more than one 
entry technician or more than one group is contributing to the same database.  It 
is also critical to establish consistent and well documented workflows when 
mixing data entry processes. 

 
As stated previously, the DIG is divided into a number of separate data 

capture phases.  Each of these phases has its own work flow(s).  A high level 
breakdown of these phases and work flows includes.  (See Table 2.) 

 
Each of these work flows may be made up of several child work flows.  For 

example, the work flow “Digitize Construction Plans into GIS Data Set” may 
contain, among others, child work flows for digitization, QC, map creation and 
flag for field check.  Therefore, having a robust job tracking solution which can 
manage complicated work flows becomes critical. 

 
The Department is using ESRI’s Job Tracking Extension (JTX) for ArcMap 9.2 

to develop and track its maintenance work flows.  JTX is used to manage and 
track data entry jobs and simplifies the work flow and reporting.  Since one 
challenging aspect of building a GIS from scratch is tracking what has been done 
and what has not, a good job tracking tool is essential. 

 
 
For the DIG, three major work flow issues have been identified: 
1. When different sections collect the same data:  In this case, it is important 

to clearly identify who is responsible for which data and, in case of 
discrepancies, who has the final say on what should be entered.  For 
example, information about drainage ponds is being captured by the Field 
Operations group responsible for pond maintenance, by the Planning/GIS 
section which is researching historical pond information and the dam 
safety team responsible for dam inspections.  The most expedient method 
to help ensure a consistent work flow is to have a single point of entry.  
However, if this is impractical, the DIG Data Acquisition Group must 
clearly define the procedures for entering data to ensure that all groups 
follow the same work flow. 
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2. When different sections identify data that has not been captured however 
that section is not responsible for the data:  For some features, such as a 
manhole, simply capturing a spatial location (accurate or ballpark) is 
enough to trigger a work flow.  Some features may have a set of 
predefined critical attributes which need to be collected (i.e. a pond must 
have pond type identified).  The Department has decided that a field 
application would provide the most consistency for entry since most 
previously undocumented infrastructure is found during field visits.  It 
would also be capable of prompting the user to enter information which 
was deemed critical.  Once captured, the information would need to feed 
into the normal work flow for adding features to the database. 

3. When sections which are not responsible for the data identify errors:  The 
main concern with this work flow is that the owner responsible for the data 
has the final say on which data is correct and which data is incorrect.  
Again, establishing the entry point for the data is important to prevent data 
which has been verified by the owner from being replaced by incorrect 
data. 

 
Table 2 

Phase Work Flow 
GPS Field Data Collection 
 

Manhole GPS Collection 

 Outfall GPS Collection and Form Entry 
 

 Inlet GPS Collection and Form Entry 
 

 Incorporate GPS Collection Results 
into Production GIS Data Set 

Manhole Inspection Flag Network Problem Areas for 
Inspection/Manhole Selection 

 Manhole Crack and Physical 
Inspection/Measurement 

 Incorporate Manhole Inspection 
Results into Production GIS Data Set 

Plans Data Entry Digitize Section Maps into GIS Data 
Set 

 Research Construction Plans and 
Create Job Tasks as Needed 

 Digitize Construction Plans into GIS 
Data Set 

 Digitize TxDOT Highway Plans into 
GIS Data Set 

Outfall Survey Geodetic Survey of Outfalls 
 Incorporate Outfall Survey Results into 

Production GIS Data Set 
 

Work flow is an essential part of data dissemination as well.  Only data that 
has been entered and QC’ed should be distributed to user.  JTX will be an 
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important tool in tracking data that is ready to be disseminated as well. In 
addition, JTX can be used to notify users when data has been updated (such as 
for missing data adds or error correction) through built-in email notification 
functions. 

 
Step 11: Develop Work Flows for Interaction with External Systems 

While important, these work flows need to be worked out over time.  They will 
vary on a system by system basis as well.  For example, the interaction between 
the GIS and the WOMS will be complex since these systems are expected to be 
closely integrated.  Work flows for passing data from the GIS to WOMS will most 
likely be automated to reduce upkeep.  Similar work flows will need to be 
established to move data from WOMS back to the GIS (i.e. to document changes 
made in the field or missing infrastructure that was located). 

 
Additional work flows will need to be established for communicating between 

the GIS and the Department document management system, CSR/311 system 
and the Citywide SDE. 

 
Step 12: Implement Pilot Project 

Steps 1 through 11 set processes and data in place.  Once established, a 
pilot project should be completed to ensure that each step has been defined 
adequately and correct results are being obtained.  DIG02 validated many of the 
processes and work flows identified for the DIG project.  Additional piloting will be 
necessary however since new parameters such as the WOMS integration have 
added a new dimension to the project.  These new additions to the project will be 
explored as needed over the course of the DIG. 

 
Step 13: Implement Custom Solutions 

The applications identified in Step 5 need to be prioritized and developed in 
their order of priority.  This full list of applications was assembled and prioritized 
as follows: 

1. Standard Reports and Maps – Standard ArcMap functionality and 
customization (starting with existing samples) for map book production.  
Potentially use PLTS Map Atlas or custom code already existing within the 
City.  WOMS will potentially be the driver for many of the reports needed. 

2. PDA Application for Field Work 
3. Document Management System Integration 
4. DIG and AMANDA (Development Review tracking) application 
5. StormCAD (H&H) Interface 
6. Access Database Interface to Hydstra – For analysis support 

 
Solutions should satisfy requirements in this order: 
 

a. Use configuration of core products if possible 
b. Identify third-party solutions 
c. Identify custom solutions to be developed 

i. Internally 
ii. Externally 
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Once applications have been prioritized and solutions identified, an 
application design needs to be developed and completed.  In addition, an 
implementation plan needs to be completed to properly test the application and 
roll it out to users. 

 
Step 14: Establish Training Requirements and Train Staff 

Training for standard software should be done using local established 
resources such as ESRI classes (in house, off site or online), community college 
or other local facility.  This type of training is usually the cheapest and most 
effective way to train users in bulk. 

 
For specific processes and custom solutions, in house training programs 

should be established to make certain that users are interfacing consistently with 
the tools provided. 

 
Step 15: Share Project Implementation Experience 

One important and often overlooked task is to share project implementation 
experience with other groups.  Traversing this entire process is time-consuming 
and, oftentimes, painful.  Sharing the results of the experience can not only 
inspire others to carry on with their projects but could be used as a model to go 
by rather than moving through the process from scratch. 

 
Groups which will be targeted for presentation include the Department GIS 

Users Group, the Citywide GIS User Group, external user/developer community 
(e.g. engineering companies that might be working on DIG data collection and 
using the standards set by the project) and the broader GIS community such as 
GIS conferences. 

 
Step 16: Develop Post-project (Follow-up) Activities 

Since this is a data development activity, the project never really ends.  Once 
the initial implementation is completed, the general activities will end but the 
process of actually using the system will generate realities that will need to be 
addressed. 

1. Evaluate design standards put in place for the project.  Are they 
meeting the needs of the users?  If not, should they be modified to better 
meet the requirements?  Things to keep in mind: 

 
• Don’t keep attributes if you don’t need them.  You can always add 

more when you need. 
• If you have options in your attribute Domains that are not used, 

remove them.  The more options you put in, the greater likelihood 
that people will pick the wrong option. 

• Keep your database design as tight as possible.  Document any 
changes made. 

• The Implementation Users Group should meet periodically to 
assess the status of the database and recommend changes. 

 
2. Evaluate work flows.  Are they producing the correct results?  Can 
they be streamlined to produce more efficient results? 
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3. Follow-up on aspects of the project that were not initially 
implemented.  Look for data sets that were of secondary importance that 
can now be incorporated. 
 
4. Adjust maintenance activities to meet changing IT environment.  
Technology is constantly improving and your database maintenance 
activities should be prepared to take advantage of new technology as it 
comes into use.  Also, as maintenance activities become obsolete, be 
prepared to upgrade or abandon them.  Coordination of the existing 
activities with ongoing IMP development needs to be a consideration. 

 
 
5. Communicate relevant experiences to the standardization structure.  
This needs to be communicated both within and outside the Department 
through a formal mechanism. 

 

Conclusion 
The main conclusion to be drawn from this experience is that developing a 

good database design entails much hard work.    The actual definition of feature 
classes and assignment of attributes may be the end goal of the process 
however the actual work involved in getting to that point is often far greater than 
the nuts and bolts process of creating the final structure.  Before a single feature 
class is created and before a single attribute is defined, you must understand 
why the database is being created, how it will be created and how it will be 
maintained once complete.  To finish the work described above, dozens of 
personnel were involved over a span of several years constituting many man 
months of time.  And even with the incredible amount of effort involved, the 
design still fluctuates – as it should to accommodate the changing needs of the 
organization. 

 
Although this process can be tedious and time consuming, the results are well 

worth the effort.  If done correctly, you end up not only with firm documentation 
about your user’s needs and expectations, but more importantly, a database that 
supports these needs and expectations.  The documentation created from this 
process will also serve as a reference in the future when others try to determine 
why decisions were made during the design.  Finally, by sharing the results with 
others, one can lessen the burden for completing this process for other data sets 
since it can act as a template.  Good database design work is difficult but, if done 
and done right, can yield great rewards. 
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Appendix A: Data Dictionary 
Each of the following tables utilizes the following color coding scheme: 
ArcSDE maintained fields 
Abstracted attributes common to more than one feature class 
Feature class specific attributes 

Junction 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

AncillaryRole
Field used by geometric to determine 
source or sink All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to 
allow flow through the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

ROTATION D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE
Symbol rotation angle for cartographic 
representation All Data Research Plans

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection

Field data 
collection

DATE_UPDATED
Latest date of data update 
(mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned

DATE_BUILT
Date of construction completion 
(mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA

ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans

DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION
Description of source of dimension 
data. All Data Research Plans

DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY
Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 through 
4). All Data Research Plans

ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION
Description of source of elevation 
data. All Data Research Plans

ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY
Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 
4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY
Accuracy level of location data 
(d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans

ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned

CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED
Watershed name by 3-letter 
abbreviation. All Data Research

AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned

MAPSCO MAPSCO grid page number and letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most closely 
associated with feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME

Name of Data Research document 
identifier (Site plan number, Section 
map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

UNDERGROUND_ELEV D_ELEVATION_RANGE Elevation of underground structure (ft) All Data Research Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UPDATE Description of source for latest update. All Per task From software

JUNCTION_TYPE DT_JUNCTION_TYPE
See list of junction types. 
(d_Junction_Type) WE

Manual Inspection/ 
Data Research

Plans? (lookup 
table)

Shape All Automatic GIS GIS  
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Ditch 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

AncillaryRole
Field used by geometric to determine 
source or sink All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to 
allow flow through the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

ROTATION D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE
Symbol rotation angle for cartographic 
representation All Data Research Plans

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Field data collection

DATE_UPDATED
Latest date of data update 
(mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned

DATE_BUILT
Date of construction completion 
(mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA

ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans

DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION
Description of source of dimension 
data. All Data Research Plans

DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY
Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 
through 4). All Data Research Plans

ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION
Description of source of elevation 
data. All Data Research Plans

ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY
Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 
4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY
Accuracy level of location data 
(d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans

ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned

CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED
Watershed name by 3-letter 
abbreviation. All Data Research

AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned

MAPSCO
MAPSCO grid page number and 
letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most 
closely associated with feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME

Name of Data Research document 
identifier (Site plan number, Section 
map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of viewable condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_X

GPS derived coordinate (original 
location to remain unchanged for 
historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_Y

GPS derived coordinate (original 
location to remain unchanged for 
historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_SOURCE D_SOURCE_GPS Source of the GPS data Field data collection

GPS_QUALITY D_GPS_QUALITY
Quality of the GPS data (sub-M or sub-
CM) Field data collection

TOP_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE
The ground elevation at the inlet (ft). 
Top of curb. Watershed Engineering

Data Research, 
Geodetic Survey Field data collection

SURFACE_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE
Rim elevation of inlet (ft). Top of inlet 
box. Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection

AT_GRADE D_T_F_U Is structure at grade (True/False) Watershed Engineering Field data collection

CONNECTED D_T_F_U

Flag to show whether entity is 
connected to a pipe network 
(True/False). All

GPS Field Collection, 
Data research Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND
Description of source for latest 
update. All Data Research Plans

MATERIAL D_MATERIAL_MANHOLE
Material code for the manhole 
(d_MATERIAL). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Plans

BOLT_CVR D_T_F_U
Bolted cover? Always true if not 
manhole.  (True/false) Watershed Engineering Manual Inspection Plans? (lookup table)

SUMP D_ELEVATION_RANGE
Sump invert elevation (ft). Bottom of 
manhole or junction. Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research

Plans?, Field data 
collection

COVER_DIAM D_COVER_DIAM
Diameter of manhole cover (inches) 
(d_COVER_DIAM). Watershed Engineering Manual Inspection Field data collection

PAVED_OVER D_T_F_U Is manhole paved over (True/False)? Watershed Engineering
Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

STRUC_SHAPE D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE
Shape of the manhole 
(d_Structure_SHAPE). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Plans?

TOP_DIAMETER D_COVER_DIAM
Diameter or length (if not round) of top 
of barrel (inches). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Plans?

CONE_DEPTH D_CONE_DEPTH_RANGE

Depth of a manhole cone from 
manhole top to where cylinder shape 
starts, including circular risers 
(inches). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Plans?

STRUCT_D D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
Diameter or width (if not round) of 
bottom of barrel in (inches). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Plans?

LENGTH D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE Length of barrel if not round (inches). Watershed Engineering
Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Plans

MANHOLE_TYPE DT_MANHOLE
See list of junction types. 
(d_Junction_Type) Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection/ 
Data Research Plans? (lookup table)

Shape All Automatic GIS GIS  
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DrainagePipe 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to allow 
flow through the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature Data Set External unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

COMMENTS General comments. All
GPS Field Collection, 
Data Research Research

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

DATE_BUILT
Date of construction completion 
(mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA

DATE_UPDATED
Date of latest update in GIS 
(mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned

ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL
Description of source for original data 
entry. All Per task Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UPDATE
Description of source for latest data 
update. All Per task Plans

DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION Description of source of dimension data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY Dimension accuracy (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans
ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION Description of source of elevation data. All Data Research Plans
ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY Elevation accuracy (1 through 4). Watershed Engineering Data Research Research

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY Location accuracy All Data Research Plans

UP_INVERT D_ELEVATION_RANGE
The elevation at the upstream bottom of 
the structure (ft). Watershed Engineering Data Research Plans

DN_INVERT D_ELEVATION_RANGE
The elevation at the downstream bottom 
of the structure (ft). Watershed Engineering Data Research Plans

UP_INVERT_ACC D_ACCURACY
Upstream elevation accuracy (1 through 
4). Watershed Engineering Data Research Plans

DN_INVERT_ACC D_ACCURACY
Downstream elevation accuracy (1 
through 4). Watershed Engineering Data Research Plans

UP_NODE_ID Upstream node DRAINAGE_ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

DN_NODE_ID Downstream node DRAINAGE_ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

UP_NODE_TYPE D_JUNCTIONS Upstream node type. Watershed Engineering Data Research Software assigned
DN_NODE_TYPE D_JUNCTIONS Downstream node type. Watershed Engineering Data Research Software assigned

SLOPE D_SLOPE_BED_RANGE
Average slope of the structure bed from 
upstream to downstream Watershed Engineering Data Research Plans

SLOPE_EST D_T_F_U Is the bed slope estimated (True/False) Watershed Engineering Data Research Plans

LENGTH D_LENGTH_RANGE

The length of the structure (ft).  (Derived 
from Plans or survey if available, 
otherwise this field is left as a zero.) Watershed Engineering

GPS Field Collection, 
Data Research Plans

ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Per task Software assigned
CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Per task Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Structure ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA

PLAN_FILES
File name of construction plan page 
scanned image. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED Watershed name by 3-letter abbreviation. All Data Research
AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid map name. All Data Research Software assigned
MAPSCO MAPSCO grid page number and letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Unique identifier of street centerline 
segment nearest to the structure. All WPDR – for future use Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME

Name of Data Research document 
identifier (Site plan number, Section map 
number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

STRUCT_SHAPE D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE
See list for the shape of the storm drain 
or culvert (d_Structure_Shape). Watershed Engineering

Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

WIDTH D_PIPE_WIDTH
Width of rectangular storm drain or 
culvert (inches). Watershed Engineering

Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

SECT_SIZE D_PIPE_WIDTH
Height of a rectangular or diameter of a 
circular storm drain or culvert (inches). Watershed Engineering

Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

NUM_SEC D_NUMBER_OF_SECTIONS_RANGE
Number of storm drain or culvert 
sections. Field Operations

Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

MANNINGS_N
The roughness coefficient (Manning’s n) 
of the storm drain or culvert. Watershed Engineering Data Research Research   

MATERIAL D_MATERIAL_STORM_DRAIN
See list for the type of storm drain or 
culvert material (d_Material).

Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations

Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

Subtype DS_DRAINAGE_PIPE
Subtype of drainage pipe 
(d_Structure_Type). All Data Research Plans

Shape All All GIS GIS
Shape_Length All All GIS GIS  
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Inlet 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

AncillaryRole
Field used by geometric to determine source or 
sink All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to allow flow 
through the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

ROTATION D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE
Symbol rotation angle for cartographic 
representation All Data Research Plans

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Field data collection

DATE_UPDATED Latest date of data update (mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned
DATE_BUILT Date of construction completion (mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION Description of source of dimension data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans
ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION Description of source of elevation data. All Data Research Plans
ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY Accuracy level of location data (d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans
ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned
CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED Watershed name by 3-letter abbreviation. All Data Research
AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned
MAPSCO MAPSCO grid page number and letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most closely associated 
with feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME
Name of Data Research document identifier (Site 
plan number, Section map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of viewable condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_X
GPS derived coordinate (original location to remain 
unchanged for historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_Y
GPS derived coordinate (original location to remain 
unchanged for historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_SOURCE D_SOURCE_GPS Source of the GPS data Field data collection
GPS_QUALITY D_GPS_QUALITY Quality of the GPS data (sub-M or sub-CM) Field data collection

TOP_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE The ground elevation at the inlet (ft). Top of curb. Watershed Engineering
Data Research, 
Geodetic Survey Field data collection

SURFACE_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE Rim elevation of inlet (ft). Top of inlet box. Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection
AT_GRADE D_T_F_U Is structure at grade (True/False) Watershed Engineering Field data collection

CONNECTED D_T_F_U
Flag to show whether entity is connected to a pipe 
network (True/False). All

GPS Field Collection, 
Data research Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND Description of source for latest update. All Data Research Plans

MATERIAL D_MATERIAL_INLET Material of the structure.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Plans

SUMP D_ELEVATION_RANGE Invert elevation of the Sump (ft). Watershed Engineering Calculated
Plans, Field data 
collection

CURB_OP D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE The inlet opening length (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection
HEIGHT D_INLET_HEIGHT_RANGE The opening height of an inlet (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Plans
DEPRESSED D_T_F_U Has depressed Gutter? (True/False) Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection

DEPRESSION_A D_INLET_DEPRESSION_RANGE
Gutter depression (in) (the “a” value defined in 
Drainage Criteria Manual). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection

ST_LENGTH D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE Inside length of inlet structure (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection
ST_WIDTH D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE Inside with of inlet structure (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection
WIDTH D_GUTTER_WIDTH_RANGE Gutter width (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Plans
INLET_LOC D_INLET_LOCATION Is the inlet located in sag or on grade Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection
MANNINGS_N Manning’s n  for the gutter. Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Research
GRATE_WIDTH D_GRATE_MEASURE Grate width (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Plans
GRATE_LENGTH D_GRATE_MEASURE Grate length in (ft). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Plans

DEPTH_TO_BOTTOM D_CODE_DEPTH_RANGE

Depth to bottom of inlet sump box (ft) (subtracted 
from RIM elevation to derive inlet invert SUMP 
elevation). Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection

MANHOLE D_T_F_U Manhole present?  (True/false) Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

COVER_DIAM D_COVER_DIAM
Diameter of the manhole cover if applicable (in) 
(Default to -1 if no cover present) Field Operations

GRATE_OPEN_PERCENT D_PERCENT_RANGE
How open the total area of the grate is considering 
the bars holding it down (percent) Watershed Engineering

INLET_TYPE DT_INLET_TYPE Type of inlet All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Plans

Shape All Automatic GIS GIS  
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Manhole 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

AncillaryRole
Field used by geometric to determine 
source or sink All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to 
allow flow through the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

ROTATION D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE
Symbol rotation angle for cartographic 
representation All Data Research Plans

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Field data collection

DATE_UPDATED
Latest date of data update 
(mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned

DATE_BUILT
Date of construction completion 
(mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA

ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans

DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION
Description of source of dimension 
data. All Data Research Plans

DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY
Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 
through 4). All Data Research Plans

ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION
Description of source of elevation 
data. All Data Research Plans

ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY
Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 
4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY
Accuracy level of location data 
(d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans

ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned

CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED
Watershed name by 3-letter 
abbreviation. All Data Research

AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned

MAPSCO
MAPSCO grid page number and 
letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most 
closely associated with feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME

Name of Data Research document 
identifier (Site plan number, Section 
map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of viewable condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_X

GPS derived coordinate (original 
location to remain unchanged for 
historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_Y

GPS derived coordinate (original 
location to remain unchanged for 
historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_SOURCE D_SOURCE_GPS Source of the GPS data Field data collection

GPS_QUALITY D_GPS_QUALITY
Quality of the GPS data (sub-M or sub-
CM) Field data collection

TOP_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE
The ground elevation at the inlet (ft). 
Top of curb. Watershed Engineering

Data Research, 
Geodetic Survey Field data collection

SURFACE_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE
Rim elevation of inlet (ft). Top of inlet 
box. Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection

AT_GRADE D_T_F_U Is structure at grade (True/False) Watershed Engineering Field data collection

CONNECTED D_T_F_U

Flag to show whether entity is 
connected to a pipe network 
(True/False). All

GPS Field Collection, 
Data research Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND
Description of source for latest 
update. All Data Research Plans

MATERIAL D_MATERIAL_MANHOLE
Material code for the manhole 
(d_MATERIAL). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

BOLT_CVR D_T_F_U
Bolted cover? Always true if not 
manhole.  (True/false) Watershed Engineering Manual Inspection Field data collection

SUMP D_ELEVATION_RANGE
Sump invert elevation (ft). Bottom of 
manhole or junction. Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

COVER_DIAM D_COVER_DIAM
Diameter of manhole cover (inches) 
(d_COVER_DIAM). Watershed Engineering Manual Inspection Field data collection

PAVED_OVER D_T_F_U Is manhole paved over (True/False)? Watershed Engineering
Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

STRUC_SHAPE D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE
Shape of the manhole 
(d_Structure_SHAPE). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

TOP_DIAMETER D_COVER_DIAM
Diameter or length (if not round) of top 
of barrel (inches). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

CONE_DEPTH D_CONE_DEPTH_RANGE

Depth of a manhole cone from 
manhole top to where cylinder shape 
starts, including circular risers 
(inches). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

STRUCT_D D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
Diameter or width (if not round) of 
bottom of barrel in (inches). Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

LENGTH D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE Length of barrel if not round (inches). Watershed Engineering
Manual Inspection, 
Data Research Field data collection

MANHOLE_TYPE DT_MANHOLE
See list of junction types. 
(d_Junction_Type) Watershed Engineering

Manual Inspection/ 
Data Research Field data collection

Shape All Automatic GIS GIS  
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Outfall 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

AncillaryRole
Field used by geometric to determine source or 
sink All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to allow flow 
through the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

ROTATION D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE
Symbol rotation angle for cartographic 
representation All Data Research Plans

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Field data collection

DATE_UPDATED Latest date of data update (mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned
DATE_BUILT Date of construction completion (mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION Description of source of dimension data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans
ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION Description of source of elevation data. All Data Research Plans
ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY
Accuracy level of location data 
(d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans

ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned
CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED Watershed name by 3-letter abbreviation. All Data Research
AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned
MAPSCO MAPSCO grid page number and letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most closely associated 
with feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME
Name of Data Research document identifier (Site 
plan number, Section map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of viewable condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection Field data collection

GPS_X
GPS derived coordinate (original location to 
remain unchanged for historical purposes) All Geodetic Survey Field data collection

GPS_Y
GPS derived coordinate (original location to 
remain unchanged for historical purposes) All Geodetic Survey Field data collection

GPS_SOURCE D_SOURCE_GPS Source of the GPS data Geodetic Survey Field data collection
GPS_QUALITY D_GPS_QUALITY Quality of the GPS data (sub-M or sub-CM) Geodetic Survey Field data collection

TOP_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE The ground elevation at the inlet (ft). Top of curb. Watershed Engineering
Data Research, 
Geodetic Survey Field data collection

SURFACE_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE Rim elevation of inlet (ft). Top of inlet box. Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection Field data collection
AT_GRADE D_T_F_U Is structure at grade (True/False) Watershed Engineering Field data collection

CONNECTED D_T_F_U
Flag to show whether entity is connected to a pipe 
network (True/False). All

GPS Field Collection, 
Data research Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND Description of source for latest update. All Data Research Plans

MATERIAL D_MATERIAL_OUTFALL Material code for the outfall (d_Material). FO GPS Field Collection Field data collection

WIDTH D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE Width of rectangular outfall (inches). WE GPS Field Collection Field data collection

HEIGHT D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
Height of rectangular outfall or diameter of a pipe 
outfall (inches). WE GPS Field Collection Field data collection

STRUC_SHAPE D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE Shape of the outfall (d_Structure_Shape). WE GPS Field Collection Field data collection
ENDWALL D_HEADWALL_TYPE End wall type for the outfall (d_Headwall) WE Manual Inspection Field data collection
SUMP D_ELEVATION_RANGE Invert elevation of the outfall (ft). WE Geodetic Survey Field data collection
Shape All Automatic GIS GIS  
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Pond 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of viewable condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection Field data collection

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Field data collection

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection Field data collection
DATE_BUILT Date of construction completion (mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
DATE_UPDATED Latest date of data update (mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned
ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans
UPDATE_SOURCE UPDATE_SOURCE Description of source for latest update. All Per task From software
DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION Description of source of dimension data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans
ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION Description of source of elevation data. All Data Research Plans
ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY Accuracy level of location data (d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans
ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned
CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA
WATERSHED D_WATERSHED Watershed name by 3-letter abbreviation. All Data Research AMANDA (as full name)
MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned
MAPSCO MAPSCO grid page number and letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most closely associated 
with feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME
Name of Data Research document identifier (Site plan 
number, Section map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

CONNECTED CONNECTED
Flag to show if entity is connected to a pipe network 
(True/False). All

Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection Plans

POND_TYPE POND_TYPE Type of retention area.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations, ERM

WPDR - For future 
use Plans

POND_ID Ponds ID number (link to Pond db) All Data Research Pond databases
RESPONSIBILITY RESPONSIBILITY Responsible program (Residential or Commercial) Plans

BASE_ELEV BASE_ELEV

Elevation at which discharge is zero such as the 
lowest weir crest elevation or the U/S box elevation 
(ft).

Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

DRAIN_AREA The area of the drainage basin in acres (hectare). 
Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

POND_AREA Acreage of delineated area. (acre)
Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

WATERSHED_CLASS WATERSHED_CLASS Watershed class (BSZ, Suburban, Urban, etc.)
Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

FLOOD_CTL FLOOD_CTL Is pond a flood control structure (True/False)
Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

WQ_CTL WQ_CTL Is pond a water quality structure (True/False)
Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

CAPTURE_DEPTH CAPTURE_DEPTH Capture depth (.5, .5 plus or SOS)
Watershed Engineering, 
ERM Data Research Plans

Shape Automatic All GIS GIS
Shape_Length Automatic All GIS GIS
Shape_Area Automatic All GIS GIS  
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Discharge Pump 
Field Name Domain Name Description Group Requesting Data Task Source

OBJECTID ArcSDE Internal Identifier. All Automatic GIS
AncillaryRole Field used by geometric to determine source or sink All Automatic GIS

Enabled EnabledDomain
Field used by geometric network to allow flow through 
the feature All Automatic GIS

DRAINAGE_ID Feature dependent unique ID. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Software assigned

ROTATION D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE Symbol rotation angle for cartographic representation All Data Research Plans

COMMENTS General comments. All
Data Research, GPS 
Field Collection

Field data 
collection

DATE_UPDATED Latest date of data update (mm/dd/yyyy). All Data Research Software assigned
DATE_BUILT Date of construction completion (mm/dd/yyyy). Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
ORIG_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL Description of source of original data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_SOURCE D_SOURCE_DIMENSION Description of source of dimension data. All Data Research Plans
DIMEN_ACC D_ACCURACY Dimension accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans
ELEV_SOURCE D_SOURCE_ELEVATION Description of source of elevation data. All Data Research Plans
ELEV_ACC D_ACCURACY Elevation accuracy of inlet (1 through 4). All Data Research Plans

LOCATION_SOURCE D_SOURCE_LOCATION Description of source of location data. All
Data Research, 
Manual Inspection Plans

LOCATION_ACC D_ACCURACY Accuracy level of location data (d_Accuracy_Level). All Data Research Plans
ENTERED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to last update. All Data Research Software assigned
CHECKED_BY D_ENTERED_CHECKED Name of person to check last update. All Data Research Software assigned
OWNERSHIP D_OWNERSHIP Inlet ownership. Field Operations Data Research AMANDA
PLAN_FILES File name of Construction drawing. All Data Research AMANDA

WATERSHED D_WATERSHED Watershed name by 3-letter abbreviation. All Data Research
AMANDA (as full 
name)

MAP_INDEX Austin grid  map index. All Data Research Software assigned
MAPSCO MAPSCO grid page number and letter. All Data Research Software assigned

PLACE_ID
Street centerline segment most closely associated with 
feature. All Data Research Software assigned

SOURCE_NAME
Name of Data Research document identifier (Site plan 
number, Section map number, etc.) All Data Research Plans

OBSERVATION D_OBSERVATION Description of viewable condition.
Watershed Engineering, 
Field Operations GPS Field Collection

Field data 
collection

PHOTOLINK File name of photo. All GPS Field Collection
Field data 
collection

GPS_X
GPS derived coordinate (original location to remain 
unchanged for historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection

Field data 
collection

GPS_Y
GPS derived coordinate (original location to remain 
unchanged for historical purposes) All GPS Field Collection

Field data 
collection

GPS_SOURCE D_SOURCE_GPS Source of the GPS data
Field data 
collection

GPS_QUALITY D_GPS_QUALITY Quality of the GPS data (sub-M or sub-CM)
Field data 
collection

TOP_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE The ground elevation at the inlet (ft). Top of curb. Watershed Engineering
Data Research, 
Geodetic Survey

Field data 
collection

SURFACE_ELEVATION D_ELEVATION_RANGE Rim elevation of inlet (ft). Top of inlet box. Watershed Engineering GPS Field Collection
Field data 
collection

AT_GRADE D_T_F_U Is structure at grade (True/False) Watershed Engineering
Field data 
collection

CONNECTED D_T_F_U
Flag to show whether entity is connected to a pipe 
network (True/False). All

GPS Field Collection, 
Data research Plans

UPDATE_SOURCE D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND Description of source for latest update. All Data Research Plans
Shape All Automatic GIS GIS  
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-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_DITCH = UNKNOWN
-DITCH_SHAPE : D_DITCH_SHAPE = UNK
-BOTTOM_WIDTH : D_BOTTOM_WIDTH_RANGE
-TOP_OF_BANK_RIGHT : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-TOP_OF_BANK_LEFT : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-SLOPE_R : D_SLOPE_BANK = UNKNOWN
-SLOPE_L : D_SLOPE_BANK = UNKNOWN
-MANNINGS_N : esriFieldTypeSingle
-VCP_LINK : esriFieldTypeString

Ditch
-STRUCT_SHAPE : D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE = CIRCULAR
-WIDTH : D_PIPE_WIDTH
-SECT_SIZE : D_PIPE_WIDTH
-NUM_SEC : D_NUMBER_OF_SECTIONS_RANGE = 1
-MANNINGS_N : esriFieldTypeSingle
-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_STORM_DRAIN = CONCRETE
«SubtypeField» -Subtype : DS_DRAINAGE_PIPE = 1

DrainagePipe

-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_STORM_DRAIN = CONCRETE
-Subtype : esriFieldTypeInteger = 1

StormDrain

-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_CULVERT = CONCRETE
-Subtype : esriFieldTypeInteger = 2

Culvert

-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_INLET = CONCRETE
-SUMP : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-CURB_OP : D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE
-HEIGHT : D_INLET_HEIGHT_RANGE
-DEPRESSED : D_T_F_U
-DEPRESSION_A : D_INLET_DEPRESSION_RANGE
-ST_LENGTH : D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE
-ST_WIDTH : D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE
-WIDTH : D_GUTTER_WIDTH_RANGE
-INLET_LOC : D_INLET_LOCATION = UNK
-MANNINGS_N : esriFieldTypeDouble
-GRATE_WIDTH : D_GRATE_MEASURE = 0
-GRATE_LENGTH : D_GRATE_MEASURE = 0
-DEPTH_TO_BOTTOM : D_CONE_DEPTH_RANGE
-MANHOLE : D_T_F_U = U
-COVER_DIAM : D_COVER_DIAM
-GRATE_OPEN_PERCENT : D_PERCENT_RANGE
-INLET_TYPE : DT_INLET_TYPE = UNK

Inlet
-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_OUTFALL = CONCRETE
-WIDTH : D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
-HEIGHT : D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
-STRUC_SHAPE : D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE = UNKNOWN
-ENDWALL : D_HEADWALL_TYPE = 0
-SUMP : D_ELEVATION_RANGE

Outfall
-JUNCTION_TYPE : DT_JUNCTION_TYPE = CONNECT

Junction

-DRAINAGE_ID : esriFieldTypeInteger
-OBSERVATION : D_OBSERVATION = UNKNOWN
-COMMENTS : esriFieldTypeString
-PHOTOLINK : esriFieldTypeString
-DATE_BUILT : esriFieldTypeDate
-DATE_UPDATED : esriFieldTypeDate
-ORIG_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL = UNKNOWN
-UPDATE_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_UPDATE = UNKNOWN
-DIMEN_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_DIMENSION = UNKNOWN
-ELEV_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_ELEVATION = UNKNOWN
-LOCATION_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_LOCATION = UNKNOWN
-ENTERED_BY : D_ENTERED_CHECKED
-CHECKED_BY : D_ENTERED_CHECKED
-OWNERSHIP : D_OWNERSHIP = CITY
-PLAN_FILES : esriFieldTypeString
-WATERSHED : D_WATERSHED
-MAP_INDEX : esriFieldTypeString
-MAPSCO : esriFieldTypeString
-PLACE_ID : esriFieldTypeInteger
-SOURCE_NAME : esriFieldTypeString

AustinFeatures

-DRAINAGE_ID : esriFieldTypeInteger
-OBSERVATION : D_OBSERVATION = UNKNOWN
-COMMENTS : esriFieldTypeString
-PHOTOLINK : esriFieldTypeString
-DATE_BUILT : esriFieldTypeDate
-DATE_UPDATED : esriFieldTypeDate
-ORIG_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL = UNKNOWN
-UPDATE_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_UPDATE = UNKNOWN
-DIMEN_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_DIMENSION = UNKNOWN
-ELEV_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_ELEVATION = UNKNOWN
-LOCATION_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_LOCATION = UNKNOWN
-UP_INVERT : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-DN_INVERT : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-UP_NODE_ID : esriFieldTypeInteger
-DN_NODE_ID : esriFieldTypeInteger
-UP_NODE_TYPE : D_JUNCTIONS = UNKNOWN
-DN_NODE_TYPE : D_JUNCTIONS = UNKNOWN
-SLOPE : D_SLOPE_BED_RANGE
-SLOPE_EST : D_T_F_U = U
-LENGTH : D_LENGTH_RANGE
-ENTERED_BY : D_ENTERED_CHECKED
-CHECKED_BY : D_ENTERED_CHECKED
-OWNERSHIP : D_OWNERSHIP = CITY
-PLAN_FILES : esriFieldTypeString
-WATERSHED : D_WATERSHED
-MAP_INDEX : esriFieldTypeString
-MAPSCO : esriFieldTypeString
-PLACE_ID : esriFieldTypeInteger
-SOURCE_NAME : esriFieldTypeString

AustinEdges

-NetworkType : esriNetworkType = esriNTUtilityNetwork
«GeometricNetwork»AustinNetwork

-MATERIAL : D_MATERIAL_MANHOLE = CONCRETE
-BOLT_CVR : D_T_F_U = U
-SUMP : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-COVER_DIAM : D_COVER_DIAM
-PAVED_OVER : D_T_F_U = U
-STRUC_SHAPE : D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE = UNKNOWN
-TOP_DIAMETER : D_COVER_DIAM
-CONE_DEPTH : D_CONE_DEPTH_RANGE
-STRUCT_D : D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
-LENGTH : D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE
-MANHOLE_TYPE : DT_MANHOLE = MANHOLE

Manhole

Manhole Types:
*Unknown = UNKNOWN
Double Cleanout = DBLCLEAN
Cleanout = CLEANOUT
Manhole = MANHOLE
Splitter Box = SPLITTER

Junction Types:
Unknown
Connection
Vertical Bend
Attribute Change
End of Line

-UNDERGROUND_ELEV : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-UPDATE_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_UPDATE = UNKNOWN

UndergroundJunctions

-OBSERVATION : D_OBSERVATION = UNKNOWN
-PHOTOLINK : esriFieldTypeString
-GPS_X : esriFieldTypeDouble
-GPS_Y : esriFieldTypeDouble
-GPS_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_GPS = UNKNOWN
-GPS_QUALITY : D_GPS_QUALITY = UNKNOWN
-TOP_ELEVATION : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-SURFACE_ELEVATION : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-AT_GRADE : D_T_F_U = U
-CONNECTED : D_T_F_U = T
-UPDATE_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND = UNKNOWN
-ORIG_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL
-DIMEN_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_DIMENSION
-ELEV_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_ELEVATION
-LOCATION_SOURCE : D_SOURCE_LOCATION

SurfaceJunctions

Inlet Types:
*Unknown = UNK
S1 Curb inlet in Sump = S1
S1R Recessed Curb Inlet in Sump = S1R
S2 Grate Inlet in Sump = S2
S3 Combination Inlet in Sump = S3
S3R Recessed Combination Inlet in Sump = S3R
S4 Open Area inlet without Grate in Sump = S4
G1 Curb inlet on Grade = G1
G1R Recessed Curb Inlet on Grade = G1R
G2 Grate Inlet on Grade = G2
G3 Combination Inlet on Grade = G3
G3R Recessed Combination Inlet on Grade = G3R
SD Slot Drain = SD
Headwall = HW
Other = Oth

-CONNECTED : D_T_F_U = U
-POND_TYPE : DT_POND_TYPE = UNKNOWN
-POND_ID : esriFieldTypeDouble
-RESPONSIBILITY : D_RES_OR_COM = UNK
-BASE_ELEV : D_ELEVATION_RANGE
-DRAIN_AREA : esriFieldTypeDouble
-POND_AREA : esriFieldTypeDouble
-WATERSHED_CLASS : D_WATERSHED_CLASS = UNK
-FLOOD_CTL : D_T_F_U = U
-WQ_CTL : D_T_F_U = U
-CAPTURE_DEPTH : D_CAPTURE_DEPTH = UNKNOWN

Pond
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Pond Types:
*Unknown = UNKNOWN
Flood Detention = FLOOD DETENTION
Retention/Irrigation = RETENTION/IRRIGATION
Sedimentation/Sand Filtration = SEDIMENTATION/SAND FILTRATION
Wet Pond = WET POND
Biofiltration = BIOFILTRATION
Filtration Only = FILTRATION ONLY
Flood Detention/Filtration = FLOOD DETENTION/FILTRATION
Grassed Swale = GRASSED SWALE
Green Roof = GREEN ROOF
Infiltration Trench = INFILTRATION TRENCH
Parking Lot Detention = PARKING LOT DETENTION
Porous Pavement = POROUS PAVEMENT
Rain Garden = RAIN GARDEN
Rainwater Harvesting = RAINWATER HARVESTING
Retention/Infiltration = RETENTION/INFILTRATION
Sediment/Filtration/Infiltration = SEDIMENT/FILTRATION/INFILTRATION
Sediment/Filtration/Irrigation = SEDIMENT/FILTRATION/IRRIGATION
Sedimentation Only = SEDIMENTATION ONLY
Vegetative Filter Strip = VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIP
Other Water Quality = OTHER WATER QUALITY
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+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+No Data : <unspecified> = NODATA
+S1 Curb Inlet in Sump : <unspecified> = S1
+S1R Recessed Curb Inlet in Sump : <unspecified> = S1R
+S2 Grate Inlet in Sump : <unspecified> = S2
+S3 Combination Inlet in Sump : <unspecified> = S3
+S3R Recessed Combination Inlet in Sump : <unspecified> = S3R
+S4 Open Area Inlet without Grate in Sump : <unspecified> = S4
+G1 Curb Inlet on Grade : <unspecified> = G1
+G1R Recessed Curb Inlet on Grade : <unspecified> = G1R
+G2 Grate Inlet on Grade : <unspecified> = G2
+G3 Combination Inlet on Grade : <unspecified> = G3
+G3R Recessed Combination Inlet on Grade : <unspecified> = G3R
+SD Slot Drain : <unspecified> = SD
+Headwall : <unspecified> = HW
+Other : <unspecified> = OTH

«CodedValueDomain»DT_INLET_TYPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Connection : <unspecified> = CONNECT
-Vertical Bend : <unspecified> = VER_BEND
-Attribute Change : <unspecified> = ATT_CHG
-End of Line : <unspecified> = EOL

«CodedValueDomain»DT_JUNCTION_TYPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeInteger = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Storm Drain : <unspecified> = 1
+Culvert : <unspecified> = 2

«CodedValueDomain»DS_DRAINAGE_PIPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+No Data : <unspecified> = NODATA
+Cleanout : <unspecified> = CLEANOUT
+Double Cleanout : <unspecified> = DBLCLEAN
+Manhole : <unspecified> = MANHOLE
-Splitter Box : <unspecified> = SPLITTER

«CodedValueDomain»DT_MANHOLE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+No Data : <unspecified> = NODATA
+Flood Detention : <unspecified> = FLOOD DETENTION
+Retention/Irrigation : <unspecified> = RETENTION/IRRIGATION
+Sedimentation/Sand Filtration : <unspecified> = SEDIMENTATION/SAND FILTRATION
+Wet Pond : <unspecified> = WET POND
+Biofiltration : <unspecified> = BIOFILTRATION
+Filtration Only : <unspecified> = FILTRATION ONLY
+Flood Detention/Filtration : <unspecified> = FLOOD DETENTION/FILTRATION
+Grassed Swale : <unspecified> = GRASSED SWALE
+Green Roof : <unspecified> = GREEN ROOF
+Infiltration Trench : <unspecified> = INFILTRATION TRENCH
+Parking Lot Detention : <unspecified> = PARKING LOT DETENTION
+Porous Pavement : <unspecified> = POROUS PAVEMENT
+Rain Garden : <unspecified> = RAIN GARDEN
+Rainwater Harvesting : <unspecified> = RAINWATER HARVESTING
+Retention/Infiltration : <unspecified> = RETENTION/INFILTRATION
+Sediment/Filtration/Infiltration : <unspecified> = SEDIMENT/FILTRATION/INFILTRATION
+Sediment/Filtration/Irrigration : <unspecified> = SEDIMENT/FILTRATION/IRRIGATION
+Sedimentation Only : <unspecified> = SEDIMENTATION ONLY
+Vegetative Filter Strip : <unspecified> = VEGETATIVE FILTER STRIP
+Other Water Quality : <unspecified> = OTHER WATER QUALITY

«CodedValueDomain»DT_POND_TYPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Accuracy Level 1 : <unspecified> = 1
+Accuracy Level 2 : <unspecified> = 2
+Accuracy Level 3 : <unspecified> = 3
+Accuracy Level 4 : <unspecified> = 4

«CodedValueDomain»D_ACCURACY

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 120

«RangeDomain»D_BARREL_DIAM_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldType = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 0
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 100

«RangeDomain»D_BOTTOM_WIDTH_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
+1/2" : <unspecified> = .5
+1/2" Plus : <unspecified> = .5 PLUS
+SOS Volume : <unspecified> = SOS
+Other : <unspecified> = OTHER

«CodedValueDomain»D_CAPTURE_DEPTH

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 250

«RangeDomain»D_CONE_DEPTH_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+6" : <unspecified> = 6
+18" : <unspecified> = 18
+24" : <unspecified> = 24
+32" : <unspecified> = 32
+36" : <unspecified> = 36
+48" : <unspecified> = 48
+Non-standard : <unspecified> = 0
+No Cover : <unspecified> = -1

«CodedValueDomain»D_COVER_DIAM

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 1000

«RangeDomain»D_CURB_OPENING_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNK
+Triangular : <unspecified> = TRI
+Rectangular : <unspecified> = RECT
+Trapezoidal : <unspecified> = TRAP
+Irregular : <unspecified> = IRR

«CodedValueDomain»D_DITCH_SHAPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSingle = esriFieldTypeSingle
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : esriFieldTypeSingle = 300
+MaxValue : esriFieldTypeSingle = 1500

«RangeDomain»D_ELEVATION_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+True : <unspecified> = 1
+False : <unspecified> = 0

«CodedValueDomain»D_ENABLED

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Andrew Hands : <unspecified> = ANDREW HANDS
+John Wade : <unspecified> = JOHN WADE
+Garner Peterson : <unspecified> = GARNER PETERSON
+Jason Doss : <unspecified> = JASON DOSS
+Jason Lee : <unspecified> = JASON LEE
+Justin Sorrells : <unspecified> = JUSTIN SORRELLS
+Muyiwa Sami : <unspecified> = MUYIWA SAMI
+Matt Boger : <unspecified> = MATT BOGER
+David Rodriguez : <unspecified> = DAVID RODRIGUEZ
+Philip Campman : <unspecified> = PHILIP CAMPMAN

«CodedValueDomain»D_ENTERED_CHECKED

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 100

«RangeDomain»D_GUTTER_WIDTH_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeInteger = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
-Unknown : <unspecified> = 0
+Headwall (no wingwalls) grooved/rounded edge : <unspecified> = 1
+Headwall (no wingwalls) squared edge : <unspecified> = 2
+Head and wingwalls 30 - 75 degrees grooved/rounded edge : <unspecified> = 3
+Head and wingwalls 30 - 75 degrees square edge : <unspecified> = 4
+Head and wingwalls 10 - 30 degrees square edge : <unspecified> = 5
+Head and parallel wingwalls, grooved/rounded edge : <unspecified> = 6
+Head and parallel wingwalls, square edge : <unspecified> = 7
+Projecting (no headwall), grooved : <unspecified> = 8
+Projecting (no headwall), square : <unspecified> = 9
+Projecting (no headwall), sharp edge (CMP) : <unspecified> = 10
+Sloping (no headwall), conforming to slope : <unspecified> = 11
+Sloping (no headwall), flared end section : <unspecified> = 12

«CodedValueDomain»D_HEADWALL_TYPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 24

«RangeDomain»D_INLET_DEPRESSION_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 24

«RangeDomain»D_INLET_HEIGHT_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNK
+In Sag : <unspecified> = SAG
+On Grade : <unspecified> = GRADE

«CodedValueDomain»D_INLET_LOCATION

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Manhole : <unspecified> = MANHOLE
+Junction : <unspecified> = JUNCTION
+Outfall : <unspecified> = OUTFALL
+Inlet : <unspecified> = INLET
+Discharge Pump : <unspecified> = PUMP

«CodedValueDomain»D_JUNCTIONS

+FieldType : esriFieldType = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 0
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 10000

«RangeDomain»D_LENGTH_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
+Brick : <unspecified> = BRICK
+Brick/Concrete : <unspecified> = BRICK_CONC
+Clay : <unspecified> = CLAY
+CMP : <unspecified> = CMP
+Concrete : <unspecified> = CONCRETE
+High Density Polyethylene : <unspecified> = HDPE
+PVC : <unspecified> = PVC
+Steel : <unspecified> = STEEL

«CodedValueDomain»D_MATERIAL_CULVERT

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
+Brick : <unspecified> = BRICK
+Brick/Concrete : <unspecified> = BRICK_CONC
+Concrete : <unspecified> = CONCRETE
+Grass Lined : <unspecified> = GRASS
+Unlined : <unspecified> = UNLINED

«CodedValueDomain»D_MATERIAL_DITCH

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
-Brick : <unspecified> = BRICK
-Brick/Concrete : <unspecified> = BRICK_CONC
+Concrete : <unspecified> = CONCRETE

«CodedValueDomain»D_MATERIAL_INLET

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
+Brick : <unspecified> = BRICK
+Brick/Concrete : <unspecified> = BRICK_CONC
+Concrete : <unspecified> = CONCRETE
+Precast : <unspecified> = PRECAST
+PVC : <unspecified> = PVC

«CodedValueDomain»D_MATERIAL_MANHOLE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
-Brick : <unspecified> = BRICK
-Brick/Concrete : <unspecified> = BRICK_CONC
+Concrete : <unspecified> = CONCRETE

«CodedValueDomain»D_MATERIAL_OUTFALL

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
-Brick : <unspecified> = BRICK
-Brick/Concrete : <unspecified> = BRICK_CONC
-Clay : <unspecified> = CLAY
+Concrete : <unspecified> = CONCRETE
-High-density Polyethylene (HDPE) : <unspecified> = HDPE
-PVC : <unspecified> = PVC
-Steel : <unspecified> = STEEL

«CodedValueDomain»D_MATERIAL_STORM_DRAIN

+FieldType : esriFieldType = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 1
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 10

«RangeDomain»D_NUMBER_OF_SECTIONS_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+No Field Assessment : <unspecified> = NOFIELD
+Good : <unspecified> = GOOD
+Fair - Partially Obstructed/Damaged : <unspecified> = FAIR
+Poor - Mostly or Fully Obstructed/Damaged : <unspecified> = POOR

«CodedValueDomain»D_OBSERVATION

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+City : <unspecified> = CITY
+Other : <unspecified> = OTHER

«CodedValueDomain»D_OWNERSHIP

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 0
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 100

«RangeDomain»D_PERCENT_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeSmallInteger = esriFieldTypeSmallInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+2" : <unspecified> = 2
+3" : <unspecified> = 3
+4" : <unspecified> = 4
+6" : <unspecified> = 6
+8" : <unspecified> = 8
+10" : <unspecified> = 10
+12" : <unspecified> = 12
+14" : <unspecified> = 14
+15" : <unspecified> = 15
+18" : <unspecified> = 18
+21" : <unspecified> = 21
+24" : <unspecified> = 24
-27" : <unspecified> = 27
-30" : <unspecified> = 30
-36" : <unspecified> = 36
-42" : <unspecified> = 42
-45" : <unspecified> = 45
-48" : <unspecified> = 48
-54" : <unspecified> = 54
-60" : <unspecified> = 60
-66" : <unspecified> = 66
-72" : <unspecified> = 72
-78" : <unspecified> = 78
-84" : <unspecified> = 84
-90" : <unspecified> = 90
-96" : <unspecified> = 96
-108" : <unspecified> = 108
-120" : <unspecified> = 120

«CodedValueDomain»D_PIPE_WIDTH

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Residential : <unspecified> = RES
+Commercial : <unspecified> = COM
-Unknown : <unspecified> = UNK

«CodedValueDomain»D_RES_OR_COM

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeInteger = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 0
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 359

«RangeDomain»D_ROTATION_ANGLE_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldType = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+MinValue : <unspecified> = 0
+MaxValue : <unspecified> = 90

«RangeDomain»D_SLOPE_BED_RANGE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
-3-Aerial Photography : <unspecified> = AERIAL
+2-Approved Plan : <unspecified> = APP_PLAN
+2-As-built Plan : <unspecified> = ASBUILT
+4-Estimated : <unspecified> = ESTIMATED
+1-GPS : <unspecified> = GPS
+4-Legacy Data : <unspecified> = LEGACY
+1-Physical Inspection : <unspecified> = PHYS_INSP
+2-Section Map : <unspecified> = SECTION

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_DIMENSION

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+2-Approved Plan : <unspecified> = APP_PLAN
+2-As-built Plan : <unspecified> = ASBUILT
+3-Digital Terrain Model : <unspecified> = DTM
+4-Estimated : <unspecified> = ESTIMATED
+1-GPS : <unspecified> = GPS
+4-Legacy Data : <unspecified> = LEGACY
+2-Section Map : <unspecified> = SECTION
+1-Survey : <unspecified> = SURVEY

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_ELEVATION

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+3-Aerial Photography : <unspecified> = AERIAL
+2-Approved Plan : <unspecified> = APP_PLAN
+2-As-built Plan : <unspecified> = ASBUILT
+4-Estimated : <unspecified> = ESTIMATED
+1-GPS : <unspecified> = GPS
+4-Legacy Data : <unspecified> = LEGACY
+1-Physical Inspection : <unspecified> = PHYS_INSP
+2-Section Map : <unspecified> = SECTION
+1-Survey : <unspecified> = SURVEY

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_LOCATION

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+3-Aerial Photography : <unspecified> = AERIAL
+2-Approved Plan : <unspecified> = APP_PLAN
+2-As-built Plan : <unspecified> = ASBUILT
+3-Digital Terrain Model : <unspecified> = DTM
+4-Estimated : <unspecified> = ESTIMATED
+1-GPS : <unspecified> = GPS
+4-Legacy Data : <unspecified> = LEGACY
+1-Physical Inspection : <unspecified> = PHYS_INSP
+2-Section Map : <unspecified> = SECTION
+1-Survey : <unspecified> = SURVEY

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_ORIGINAL

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+2-Approved Plan : <unspecified> = APP_PLAN
+2-As-built Plan : <unspecified> = ASBUILT
+4-Estimated : <unspecified> = ESTIMATED
+1-Physical Inspection : <unspecified> = PHYS_INSP

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_UNDERGROUND

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+2-Approved Plan : <unspecified> = APP_PLAN
+2-As-built Plan : <unspecified> = ASBUILT
+3-Digital Terrain Model : <unspecified> = DTM
+4-Estimated : <unspecified> = ESTIMATED
+1-GPS : <unspecified> = GPS
+1-Physical Inspection : <unspecified> = PHYS_INSP
+1-Survey : <unspecified> = SURVEY

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_UPDATE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Unknown : <unspecified> = UNKNOWN
+Circular : <unspecified> = CIRCULAR
+Cone : <unspecified> = CONE
+Elliptical : <unspecified> = ELLIPTIC
+Pipe-arch : <unspecified> = PIPEARCH
+Rectangular (Box) : <unspecified> = BOX
+Vault : <unspecified> = VAULT

«CodedValueDomain»D_STRUCTURE_SHAPE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+True : <unspecified> = TRUE
+False : <unspecified> = FALSE

«CodedValueDomain»D_TRUE_FALSE

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+True : <unspecified> = T
+False : <unspecified> = F
+Unknown : <unspecified> = U

«CodedValueDomain»D_T_F_U

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Barton Creek : <unspecified> = BAR
+Bear Creek : <unspecified> = BER
+Bear Creek West : <unspecified> = BRW
+Bee Creek : <unspecified> = BEE
+Big Sandy : <unspecified> = BSY
+Block Creek : <unspecified> = BLK
+Blunn Creek : <unspecified> = BLU
+Boggy Creek : <unspecified> = BOG
+Bohls Hollow : <unspecified> = BOH
+Brushy Creek : <unspecified> = BRU
+Buck Hollow : <unspecified> = BUK
+Bull Creek : <unspecified> = BUL
+Bullick Hollow : <unspecified> = BHW
+Buttercup Creek : <unspecified> = BCP
+Buttermilk Branch : <unspecified> = BMK
+Carson Creek : <unspecified> = CAR
+Cedar Creek : <unspecified> = CDR
+Cedar Hollow : <unspecified> = CED
+Chalk Knob Hollow : <unspecified> = CHK
+Cherry Creek Branch : <unspecified> = CHE
+Cluck Creek : <unspecified> = CLK
+Commons Ford Creek : <unspecified> = CMF
+Cuernavaca Creek : <unspecified> = CRN
+Coldwater Creek : <unspecified> = CWR
+Collier Hollow : <unspecified> = CHW
+Colorado River : <unspecified> = COL
+Connors Creek : <unspecified> = CNR
+Cottonmouth Creek : <unspecified> = CTM
+Cottonwood Creek : <unspecified> = CTW
+Country Club West : <unspecified> = CCW
+Country Club East : <unspecified> = CCE
+Cow Fork Bull Creek : <unspecified> = COW
+Cypress Creek : <unspecified> = CYP
+Dry Creek NE : <unspecified> = DNE
+Danz Creek : <unspecified> = DNZ
+Davis Spring Branch : <unspecified> = DVS
+Decker Creek : <unspecified> = DKR
+Devil's Hollow : <unspecified> = DVL
+Devil's Pen Creek : <unspecified> = DVP
+Dry Creek North : <unspecified> = DRN
+Dry Creek East : <unspecified> = DRE
+Eanes Creek : <unspecified> = EAN
+East Bouldin Creek : <unspecified> = EBO
+Elm Creek : <unspecified> = ELM
+Elm Creek South : <unspecified> = ELS
+Fort Branch : <unspecified> = FOR
+Gilleland Creek : <unspecified> = GIL
+Gragg Hollow : <unspecified> = GRG
+Grape Creek : <unspecified> = GRP
+Hancock Branch : <unspecified> = HAN
+Harper's Branch : <unspecified> = HRP
+Harris Branch : <unspecified> = HRS
+Harrison Hollow : <unspecified> = HRN
+Hickson Hollow : <unspecified> = HKS
+Hog Pen Creek : <unspecified> = HOG
+Holman Hollow : <unspecified> = HOL
+Honey Creek : <unspecified> = HNY
+Huck's Slough : <unspecified> = HUK
+Hurst Creek : <unspecified> = HUR
+Johnson Creek : <unspecified> = JOH
+Kincheon Branch : <unspecified> = KIN
+Lake Creek : <unspecified> = LKC
+Lake Travis : <unspecified> = LKT
+Lake Austin : <unspecified> = LKA
+Lime Creek : <unspecified> = LIM
+Little Walnut Creek : <unspecified> = LWA
+Little Barton Creek : <unspecified> = LBA
+Little Bee Creek : <unspecified> = LBE
+Little Bear Creek : <unspecified> = LBR
+Little Devil's Hollow : <unspecified> = LDE
+Lockwood Creek : <unspecified> = LOC
+Long Branch : <unspecified> = LNB
+Long Hollow : <unspecified> = LNH
+Long Hollow Creek : <unspecified> = LHC
+Maha Creek : <unspecified> = MAH
+Marble Creek : <unspecified> = MAR
+Mason Creek : <unspecified> = MAS
+Myrtle Creek : <unspecified> = MYR
+North Fork Brushy Creek : <unspecified> = NFB
+North Fork Dry Creek : <unspecified> = NFD
+Onion Creek : <unspecified> = ONI
+Owl Hollow : <unspecified> = OWL
+Panther Hollow : <unspecified> = PAN
+Plum Creek : <unspecified> = PLM
+Post Oak Creek : <unspecified> = POK
+Quail Creek Branch : <unspecified> = QUB
+Rattan Creek : <unspecified> = RAT
+Running Deer Creek : <unspecified> = RDR
+Rinard Creek : <unspecified> = RIN
+Rocky Creek : <unspecified> = RKY
+Shoal Creek : <unspecified> = SHL
+Short Spring Branch : <unspecified> = SSB
+Slaughter Creek : <unspecified> = SLA
+South Boggy Creek : <unspecified> = SBG
+South Brushy Creek : <unspecified> = SBR
+South Fork Brushy Creek : <unspecified> = SFB
+South Fork Dry Creek : <unspecified> = SFD
+Spanish Oak Creek : <unspecified> = SPN
+Spillman Hollow : <unspecified> = SPL
+Spring Hollow : <unspecified> = SPH
+St. Stephens Creek : <unspecified> = STP
+Steiner Creek : <unspecified> = STN
+Sycamore Creek : <unspecified> = SYC
+Tannehill Branch : <unspecified> = TAN
+Tar Branch : <unspecified> = TRB
+Tar Hollow : <unspecified> = TRH
+Taylor Slough North : <unspecified> = TYN
+Taylor Slough South : <unspecified> = TYS
+Thomas Spring Branch : <unspecified> = THO
+Town Lake : <unspecified> = TWN
+Turkey Creek : <unspecified> = TRK
+Waller Creek : <unspecified> = WLR
+Walnut Creek : <unspecified> = WLN
+Walter E. Long Lake : <unspecified> = WLL
+Wells Branch : <unspecified> = WLS
+West Bull Creek : <unspecified> = WBL
+West Bouldin Creek : <unspecified> = WBO
+White Branch : <unspecified> = WHT
+Wilbarger Creek : <unspecified> = WLB
+Williamson Creek : <unspecified> = WMS
+Willow Creek : <unspecified> = WLW
+Yaupon Creek : <unspecified> = YAU
+Yett Branch : <unspecified> = YET

«CodedValueDomain»D_WATERSHED

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
-Unknown : <unspecified> = UNK
+Barton Springs Zone : <unspecified> = BSZ
+Suburban : <unspecified> = SUBURB
+Urban : <unspecified> = URBAN
-Water Quality Protection Zone : <unspecified> = WQPZ
-Water Quality Protection Zone (Rural) : <unspecified> = WQPZR

«CodedValueDomain»D_WATERSHED_CLASS
+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+No GPS : <unspecified> = NOGPS
+Sub-Meter : <unspecified> = SUB-M
+Sub-Centimeter : <unspecified> = SUB-CM

«CodedValueDomain»D_GPS_QUALITY

+FieldType : esriFieldTypeString = esriFieldTypeString
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+Field Crew : <unspecified> = FIELD
+DIG 2002 : <unspecified> = DIG02
+DIG 2006 : <unspecified> = DIG06
+DIG 2007 : <unspecified> = DIG07
+No GPS : <unspecified> = NOGPS

«CodedValueDomain»D_SOURCE_GPS

+FieldType : esriFieldType = esriFieldTypeInteger
+MergePolicy : esriMergePolicyType = esriMPTDefaultValue
+SplitPolicy : esriSplitPolicyType = esriSPTDefaultValue
+18" : <unspecified> = 18
+24" : <unspecified> = 24
+36" : <unspecified> = 36
+48" : <unspecified> = 48
+No Grate : <unspecified> = 0

«CodedValueDomain»D_GRATE_MEASURE
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